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AG Neovo Launches New Generation of SX-Series Professional
Surveillance Displays
Taipei, Taiwan, April 15, 2010 – Security surveillance has long been a key application driving the display
industry. Building on a solid track record accumulated in this sphere over the years, AG Neovo has reinvented
its SX-Series LCD displays that are designed specifically for environmental surveillance and security
applications.

Incorporating AG Neovo’s latest image processing engine, the Advanced Image Platform is at the core of the
SX-Series for their optimised image quality and flexible image viewer options. Furthermore, the Built-in Image
Enhancer is capable of resolving cross colouring and dot crawl in high bandwidth transmission, and helping
generate more precise noise reduction with less motion blurring artifacts. As such, the SX-Series are set to
deliver the most satisfying clarity to even the most demanding security environments.

“Security professionals deserve the best and that is precisely what AG Neovo is delivering,” notes Richard
Chen, Vice President of AG Neovo’s Product and Service Management. “Given a wide array of newly added
features, the upgraded SX-Series make the smartest choice for security people charged with the duty of
surveillance.”

The Built-in Image Enhancer of the SX-Series—SX-17P PLUS and SX-19P PLUS—is able to reproduce
CCTV images faithfully at a high resolution of 625/PAL (620/NTSC) TV lines. Meanwhile, a combination of
excellent black levels and great dark matter detailing within gray scales makes possible a superb picture for
the human eye.

Additionally, the Smart Omni Viewer provides PIP and PAP functions for multipoint surveillance purposes, as
well as screen freeze for closer monitoring. Inverted installation of the displays is made an option thanks to
their capacity for 180° rotation.

AG Neovo is fully aware of the need for surveillance displays to both last and perform. Alongside rugged
metal housing design, the SX-Series are made of its proprietary NeoV™ Optical Glass—the industry’s most
trusted hard glass technology designed specifically to protect displays in multi-user and public environments.
Furthermore, AG Neovo’s upgraded Anti-Burn-in™ technology proves an effective antidote to the
image-sticking problem, a hassle not uncommon to monitors supposed to stay on over protracted periods of
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time.

Another essential feature of the new SX-Series is their eco-friendly design. With power consumption slashed
by up to a third (vs. conventional security monitors), cost savings are maximised for security environments
where 24-hour operations seven days a week are the norm. Among other energy-saving application
possibilities, the “EcoSmart Sensor” allows comprehensive automatic brightness adjustment as the ambient
lighting dictates.

Last but not least, the SX-Series provide security professionals with other useful new features such as
touchable sensor control keypads that allow convenient access to OSD; DC-out design that powers such
connected security peripherals as CCTV cameras; and capacity for supporting a wide range of video
timing—480i/p, 576i/p, 720i/p, and as high as 1080i/p—to work with various video equipment.

SX-Series Product Specifications
SX-19P PLUS

SX-17P PLUS

Panel Size

19.0” (482 mm)

17.0” (432 mm)

Max. Resolution

SXGA 1280x1024

SXGA 1280x1024

Pixel Pitch

0.294 mm

0.264 mm

Brightness
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250 cd/m (Typical)

250 cd/m (Typical)

Contrast Ratio

1000:1 (Typical)

1000:1 (Typical)

Viewing Angle (H/V)

160°/160° (Typical)

170°/160° (Typical)

Response Time

3 ms (GTG)

3 ms (GTG)

TV Lines

620 TVL (NTSC), 625 TVL (PAL)

620 TVL (NTSC), 625 TVL (PAL)

Frequency (H/V)

H: 24 KHz – 82 KHz

H: 24 KHz – 82 KHz

V: 50 Hz – 85 Hz

V: 50 Hz – 85 Hz

16.7 M

16.7 M

Display Colour
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About AG Neovo
Founded in 1999 as a subsidiary of Associated Industries China, Inc. (AIC), AG Neovo has earned a
worldwide reputation as a supplier of high quality LCD displays and accessories, marketed under its own
brand name. AG Neovo is headquartered in Taipei, Taiwan and has sales offices in Germany, the United
Kingdom, the Netherlands, Italy, Spain, Czech, Russia, Mexico, and the United States. The company is listed
on the Taiwan Stock Exchange (Ticker 9912).

For more information please visit the AG Neovo website: www.agneovo.com
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Safe Harbour Statement
This press release contains statements that are forward-looking statements within the meaning of the Securities Litigation Reform Act of
1995. Statements such as are based on current expectations, estimates and projections about the company’s business. These
statements are not guarantees of future performance and involve certain risks, uncertainties and assumptions that are difficult to predict.
Actual results could vary materially from the description contained herein due to many factors including business and economic
conditions; the non-acceptance of the combined technologies by leading manufacturers; changes in growth in the advanced TFT LCD
industry; competitive factors; discovery of any material and currently unknown product problems; shortages of manufacturing capacity
from or failures in timely delivery by our third-party foundries; litigation involving antitrust and intellectual property, and other risk factors
listed from time to time in the company 's Securities and Exchange Commission filings. In addition, such statements are subject to the
risks inherent in investments in and acquisitions of technologies, including the timing and successful completion of technology and
product development through volume production, integration issues, unanticipated costs and expenditures, changing relationships with
customers, suppliers and strategic partners, and potential contractual, intellectual property or employment issues. The forward-looking
statements contained in this press release speak only as of the date on which they are made, and the company does not undertake any
obligation to update any forward-looking statement to reflect events or circumstances after the date of this news release. If the company
does update one or more forward-looking statements, investors and others should not conclude that the company will make additional
updates with respect thereto or with respect to other forward-looking statements.
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